
Decarbonize your business model and  
always stay ahead in the energy transition 

Future business models in the energy sector revolve around multi-energy systems, use 
the potential of storage in heating and mobility demand and build on the power of 
communities. Companies performing innovations in their business models are likely to 
be the ‘game changers’ in the future energy systems.

For low-carbon energy communities to spread widely, well-functioning business 
models are absolutely vital. To support energy community managers in developing 
business models that are tailored to the local circumstances and un-lock their potential, 
we offer the E-LAND Business Model Innovation (BMI) tool.
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The Business Model Innovation for energy communities
Business model innovation is often supported by a pattern approach. Patterns are key 
building blocks that can be combined to form a complete business model. The E-LAND 
BMI tool provides a package of patterns that proved to be successful. The framework 
provided in the tool guides you to combine the patterns and tailor them to the local 
context. Insights from the E-LAND pilot sites are incorporated into the tool and offer 
best-practice for key players. 
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Figure 1: BMI framework comprising of five core areas. This framework is part of BMI tool which guides in combining different 
patterns to form new business models.

Key Benefits

   Allows companies to be agile, 
   modify business model rapidly and react 
   to changing local market needs.

   25 business model patterns dedicated 
   for energy communities under multi- 
   vector setting.

   Manage the value network in the energy 
   community 

   Develop strategies to initiate and  
   reinforce network effects.

   Supports new market entrants to launch      
   new offers in the energy market with 
   robust business models.

Reasons to get engaged

• Create and test innovative business  
   model for local energy system in a   
   guided process.

• Get inspired from successful business 
   models from pioneers and related  
   domains.

• Un-lock the power of the community to 
   decarbonize your energy needs.

• Learn from the E-LAND pilot sites and 
   their unique set-ups.

Requirements
Access to tool in the form of documents and/or 
dedicated interactive.

Support
Training to use tool through workshops and 
webinars


